We show that the optimum length{ guard sequence for block transmission over a linear Gaussian{ noise dispersive channel with memory is a linear combination of the N information symbols of the block. A closed{form expression for the optimum guard sequence is derived subject to a total average energy constraint on the information and guard symbols. The achievable channel block throughput with the optimum guard sequence is compared with that achievable with two common guard sequence types, namely zero stu ng and cyclic pre x.
I. Introduction
Maximizing the throughput of block{based transmission over dispersive noisy media is a common challenge for current and future packet{based communication networks. Block{by{block processing has gained increasing popularity recently as an e ective receiver architecture for mitigating channel impairments 9, 4, 8, 6, 1] . However, the memory of a dispersive channel causes inter{block interference (IBI) which degrades performance signi cantly 13]. To eliminate IBI over a channel with memory , a guard sequence of length is inserted between successive length{N information blocks at the transmitter. Guard sequences most commonly used in practice belong to one of two types. The rst type is zero stu ng 9, 1] where zeros are inserted to clear the channel memory after each block transmission. The second type is cyclic pre x 12] where the last symbols of every length{N information block are inserted at the beginning of the block (assuming N > ). Whatever the choice of the guard sequence is, it results in a channel block throughput loss factor of N+ which becomes negligible for N . As the input symbol rate increases (wide{band transmission), the channel memory increases. Equalization has been proposed as an e ective channel shortening technique (see 3] and the references therein), however, it increases the receiver complexity considerably. Moreover, using a large blocklength N to reduce the guard sequence overhead results in increased processing delay (which could be unacceptable for voice and real{time data applications), increased storage requirements, and increased processing power. In addition, on slowly{time{varying channels, blocklengths on the order of the channel coherence time or longer render the common assumption of a time{invariant channel within the block invalid. This, in turn, calls for the use of more complex adaptive processing techniques at the receiver to track channel variations within the block. In summary, for many short{burst transmission scenarios over highly{dispersive channels, the assumption N is not valid. Recently, it was shown in 2] that given a xed guard sequence overhead, the channel throughput is maximized by transmitting the information symbols in short and approximately equal{size blocks separated by the guard symbols. This further motivates the investigation of short{block transmission scenarios in more detail.
In this paper, we revisit the choice of the guard sequence for scenarios where 0:1 N 1:0 and the channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter as in wireline communication systems. Our rationale is simple. The only requirement on the guard sequence is being a length{ sequence that carries no new information (i.e. it is a deterministic function of the N information symbols). While zero-stu ng and cyclic pre x types of guard sequences result in simple implementations, they unnecessarily constrain the choice of the transmitted input blocks in their (N + ){dimensional vector space, hence limiting the achievable channel block throughput. In this paper, we show that part of the channel block throughput loss due to the guard sequence overhead can be recovered by optimizing the choice of the length{ guard sequence to maximize the channel block throughput. This paper has two main contributions. First, we prove that, under a channel block throughput maximization criterion, we can restrict the guard sequence to be a linear combination of the information sequence without loss of optimality. Second, we derive a new closed{form expression for the optimum guard sequence when the auto{correlation matrix of the information symbols is xed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the channel block throughput maximization problem as a function of the guard sequence and the auto{correlation matrix of the information block. In Section III, closed{form solutions are presented under several transmission scenarios. Connections to Vector Coding and Discrete Multitone transmission schemes are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents some numerical results and the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. Problem formulation

II-A. Input Output Model
We adopt the standard discrete{time representation of an additive{noise linear dispersive channel given by
h m x k m + n k ; (1) where h m is the m th coe cient of the channel impulse response that has a memory of . The input symbols fx k g and the noise symbols fn k g are assumed to be complex, zero{mean, and have Hermitian positive{de nite auto{correlation matrices denoted by R xx and R nn , respectively. Furthermore, the noise symbols are assumed Gaussian distributed and independent of the input symbols. We consider block transmission scenarios where block{by{block processing is employed at the receiver to detect the information{bearing blocks. Over a block of N output symbols, (1) can be written as follows 
To eliminate IBI, thus allowing successive blocks to be processed independently, the rst symbols in each block, denoted by x k 1:k , do not carry any new information. They serve as a guard sequence that clears the channel memory after each block transmission. It is worth emphasizing that the output symbols corresponding to these guard symbols, namely y k 1:k , contain interference from the previous block and hence are discarded at the receiver, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In this paper, we consider the most general form for the redundant guard symbols where they are expressed as a deterministic function of the information symbols. Therefore, we assume the following mathematical model for the guard sequence x k 1:k = f(x k+N 1:k ) ; (4) where the function f(:) is at rst allowed to be non{linear. In the next subsection, we show that f(:) can be assumed linear without loss of optimality, as far as channel block throughput maximization is concerned.
II-B. Channel Block Throughput
The performance measure to be maximized in this paper is the mutual information between the input and output blocks which we shall also refer to as the channel block throughput and denote 
where det(:) denotes the determinant of a matrix. (8) where E :] denotes the expected value and (:) denotes the complex{conjugate transpose. Finally, combining (7) with (8) xx) : (10) Our objective is to maximize the channel block throughput given in (10) above by optimizing the guard symbols, or equivalently the matrix G, and the auto{correlation matrix of the N information symbols R xx , subject to an average energy constraint on the information and guard symbols. ) trace(R xx ) + trace(GR xx G ) = N + : (13) Note that the energy constraint is over the entire transmission block and therefore includes all the well{known choices of guard sequence such as zero stu ng and cyclic pre x as special cases. 
The N elements of the diagonal matrix , denoted by i , are computed using the well{known water-pour procedure 5].
Proof : see 1] . Remark : Note that we deliberately decouple the e ects of the two linear matrix lters R 1 2 xx and G because the rst acts on the information symbols while the second acts on the guard symbols. This decoupling is in contrast to the approach taken in 1] in which the two ltering e ects are lumped together. While the two approaches are equivalent when both G and R xx are jointly optimized, decoupling the two e ects is critical when only one of the two lters is optimized, as described in the next subsection. 
G ;
where U G is a unitary matrix and V 
where H;i are the entries of the diagonal matrix H and is a constant determined from the average energy constraint in (27) which is equivalent to the constraint H . The matrix P is generally non{Hermitian, and hence its eigenvalues are complex in general. However, the optimum choice U G = V H and V (1) G = U (1) H in (30) makes P equal to the diagonal matrix G H whose diagonal entries (which are also equal to its eigenvalues) are positive real numbers. This is intuitively appealing since it is clear that Equation (33) 
We de ne R nn = E n I N = 1 SNR I N for the white input and noise case 6 . Hence, a closed{form expression for the maximum achievable channel block throughput in this case with G optimization 6 This de nition arises from our input energy constraint in (13) which constrains the average energy (per dimension) of the information and guard symbols in each block to be equal to unity. In Discrete Multitone (DMT) 12], the length{ guard sequence is equal to the last symbols of the length{N information block, hence the name cyclic pre x. Therefore, DMT follows as a special case of the general framework of this paper by setting G = h I 0 (N ) i in (6) . This particular choice of guard sequence is by far the most popular in practice nowadays for two main reasons. First, the cyclic pre x is independent of the channel characteristics which makes it attractive for scenarios where channel knowledge is not available at the transmitter. Second, and more importantly, the cyclic pre x guard sequence makes the equivalent channel matrixH circulant (assuming the noise correlation matrix to be circulant also) and hence diagonalizable by the computationally{e cient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Therefore, for scenarios where N, DMT is clearly the preferred choice from an implementation point of view and results in negligible channel block throughput loss from the optimum scheme, as will be shown in the simulation results of Section V. For both VC and DMT, only R xx needs to be optimized. This optimization is carried out using the water{pour procedure 5]. 7 Note that only when the guard sequence is the all{zeros sequence as in vector coding, the receiver need not discard the last samples of the length{(N + ) received block since no IBI is present in them. While it can be shown that processing these additional samples does not improve the channel block throughput for white noise, the same result does not hold in general for colored noise.
IV-B. Optimized Short Guard Sequences
To reduce throughput loss due to guard sequence overhead, it might be desirable in some transmission scenarios to use a short guard sequence, i.e., one whose length N b is less than the channel memory . If we de ne the following column partitioning of the channel matrix H = 
where Rỹ x =HR xx and the last line follows from Equations (6), (8) , and the matrix inversion lemma 10].
Result 5
De ne the receiver SNR as SNR rcvr = det(R Proof: See Appendix D.
V. Numerical Results
We start by considering the dispersive channel h(D) = 0:407 + 0:815D + 0:407D 2 (also studied in 11]) and normalize its energy to 1. We assume N = 8, hence, the guard sequence overhead is N+ = 20%. Furthermore, the noise is assumed white Gaussian; hence, R nn = 
where I xx (X; Y) denotes the channel block throughput of the transmission scheme xx under consideration (i.e. xx could be white{input, DMT, or VC in this paper). Figure 2 shows that the performance of the white{input scheme approaches that of the optimum scheme at moderate{to{ high input SNR levels, as expected. The performance advantage of the optimum scheme of Section III-A over DMT and VC transmission schemes (with their R xx optimized) is depicted in Figure 3 as a function of the input SNR level. It is clear that optimization of G improves channel block throughput at all input SNR levels. Since DMT and VC are special cases of the optimum scheme, they are always inferior to it in throughput. However, the throughput gap between the three schemes diminishes as the blocklength increases (at a xed ), as shown in Figure 4 . For the remainder of this section, we investigate the e ect of the channel characteristics on the performance. We generate histograms of NPTG for 1000 random channel realizations. The channel impulse responses are generated as FIR lters with ( +1) uncorrelated taps where each tap is a zero{ mean unit{variance complex Gaussian random variable. For each realization, the channel impulse response energy is normalized to unity. In Figures 5{7, we plot NPTG of optimum scheme of Section III{A over DMT for N = 8 and an input SNR of 15 dB. The channel memory takes the values 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to a guard sequence overhead of 11:1%, 20%, and 27:3%, respectively. It is clear from the gures that the optimum scheme of Section III{A always outperforms DMT and the performance advantage increases as increases (at a xed N). Similar trends were observed by comparing the optimum scheme with VC and are omitted here for brevity. Finally, we show in Figure 8 the throughput improvement of the suboptimum scheme of Section III-B over DMT.
The R xx used in both schemes is the optimum R xx of DMT. Hence, the throughput gain observed in Figure 8 is due to G optimization. Comparing Figures 6 and 8 , we nd that the suboptimum scheme achieves an appreciable portion of the performance gain of the optimum scheme. Table I summarizes the e ect of N, , and input SNR on the choice of R xx and G that maximizes the channel block throughput.
VI. Conclusions
We showed that the block throughput of Gaussian{noise dispersive channels can be improved by choosing the guard symbols to be an optimized linear combination of the information symbols within each block. The throughput improvement becomes more appreciable for short{block transmission over channels with long memory. Vector coding and discrete multitone transmission schemes were shown to be special cases of the proposed optimum transmission scheme. Starting with the right handside of (26), we have the following inequalities log jdet( 
